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Introduction {#anie202003626-sec-0001}
============

Signal‐protein assembly into higher‐order complexes facilitates the coexistence of signaling cascades in cells.[1](#anie202003626-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} High efficiency and selectivity for specific pathways is achieved, amongst other mechanisms, through spatial organization by scaffold proteins.[2](#anie202003626-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#anie202003626-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Assembly of proteins through orthogonal protein--protein interactions establishes the central basis for high fidelity signaling within the complexity of a cell.[4](#anie202003626-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} Orthogonality of interacting species is encoded into their chemical structure, for example, recognition motifs in kinase substrates[5](#anie202003626-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} and phosphorylation‐induced SH2--ligand interaction.[6](#anie202003626-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} To elucidate key parameters of complex formation, in vitro assembly of native signaling complexes comprising scaffold proteins has been investigated.[7](#anie202003626-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#anie202003626-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#anie202003626-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#anie202003626-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} Additionally, engineering of native scaffold proteins has led to insight into the plasticity of cellular signaling pathways and allowed introduction of either new pathways or functionalities to the cell.[11](#anie202003626-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#anie202003626-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} In contrast, the bottom‐up design of synthetic higher‐order assemblies is much less addressed with challenges relating to achieving fundamental insights into the underlying assembly parameters.

Strategies to design synthetic protein complexes have predominantly been focused on components possessing inherent self‐assembling properties, such as coiled‐coils forming higher‐order nanostructures,[13](#anie202003626-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#anie202003626-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#anie202003626-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} design of self‐assembling repeat proteins,[16](#anie202003626-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#anie202003626-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} or forced complex formation through encapsulation inside self‐assembling compartments.[18](#anie202003626-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#anie202003626-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} Since the de novo design of protein--protein interactions remains challenging, the focus in designing synthetic higher‐order signaling complexes has been on native and well‐characterized scaffold proteins. Efforts in the engineering of synthetic scaffold proteins have led to insight into the basis of scaffolding[20](#anie202003626-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#anie202003626-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} and the rewiring of cellular processes,[22](#anie202003626-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#anie202003626-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#anie202003626-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} highlighting the strength of synthetic biology approaches. Starting from a natural homodimeric scaffold protein, we generate a synthetic ternary protein complex through introduction of orthogonality between interacting components in a rational fashion, ultimately favoring asymmetric protein self‐sorting (Figure [1](#anie202003626-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} a).

![Designed asymmetric protein self‐sorting on a homodimeric protein scaffold. a) The native complex comprises two CT32 constructs (green) that bind symmetrically on the dimeric 14‐3‐3 scaffold (grey) upon stabilization by the small molecule fusicoccin (FC; red). Through careful redesign of the CT32--CT32 (yellow and blue) interface, orthogonal asymmetric binding on this scaffold can be achieved. b) Crystal structure (PDB 2O98) of the native complex consisting of CT32 (green), FC (red), and 14‐3‐3 (grey). Zoom shows residues subjected to mutation. c) Overview of workflow. Mutations of selected residues within the CT32--CT32 interface are modeled using Rosetta. CT32 pairs that are predicted to assemble asymmetrically are synthesized and characterized using fluorescence polarization assays supplemented with mass‐balance models. The opportunities for the designed asymmetric ternary complexes are shown in context of in vitro enzyme complementation.](ANIE-59-12113-g001){#anie202003626-fig-0001}

As scaffold we use the dimeric 14‐3‐3 protein. This native eukaryotic protein serves as an ideal scaffold as this versatile hub protein is well characterized[25](#anie202003626-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#anie202003626-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} and plays a pivotal role in many cellular processes.[27](#anie202003626-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#anie202003626-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} Of special interest is the interaction of Tobacco 14‐3‐3cΔC (T14‐3‐3) with the C‐terminal part (CT32) of the plant plasma membrane H^+^‐ATPase (PMA2).[29](#anie202003626-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} This interaction is strongly enhanced by the presence of the small molecule fusicoccin (FC), enabling a switchlike binding response (Figure [1](#anie202003626-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} b).[29](#anie202003626-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#anie202003626-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} By fusing enzymes with a CT32 peptide construct, we have previously shown cooperative symmetric enzyme assembly, that is, binding of two identical constructs, on 14‐3‐3 scaffold proteins induced by addition of FC.[31](#anie202003626-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} One of the functions of 14‐3‐3 is the scaffolding of two different binding partners, in which 14‐3‐3 acts as an adaptor molecule bridging the interaction between both proteins.[32](#anie202003626-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} The selective recruitment of two different proteins to generate ternary complexes on the homodimeric 14‐3‐3 scaffold is thus an important strategy to regulate signaling. Design and understanding of synthetic asymmetric self‐sorting, that is, binding of two non‐identical constructs on homodimeric 14‐3‐3 would offer widespread application in bottom‐up synthetic biology.

Here, we present the design, implementation, and detailed characterization of the synthetic asymmetric assembly into ternary protein complexes formed through interaction of carefully designed orthogonal asymmetric CT32 pairs on the homodimeric scaffold protein 14‐3‐3. Using the Rosetta protein design suite,[33](#anie202003626-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} which has been used for the design and redesign of protein--protein interfaces,[34](#anie202003626-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#anie202003626-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} we perform in silico mutation of selected residues at the CT32--CT32 interface and score each variant by their ability to form asymmetric pairs over symmetric pairs. From these structures, we choose combinations that are predicted to destabilize symmetric, and stabilize asymmetric complexes. To verify the orthogonality of these ternary complexes, extensive experimental characterization assisted by binding‐site mutants and subsequent analysis of the experimental binding data by tailored mass‐balance models are used. The opportunities for the designed self‐sorting complexes are shown in context of in vitro enzyme complementation. By fusion of the NanoBiT sytem[36](#anie202003626-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} to the CT32 peptide constructs, we show efficient asymmetric reconstitution of the full enzyme, indicating increased orthogonality (Figure [1](#anie202003626-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} c).

Results and Discussion {#anie202003626-sec-0002}
======================

CT32 Residue Selection {#anie202003626-sec-0003}
----------------------

Our asymmetric ternary protein complex is based on the 14‐3‐3---CT52 crystal structure (PDB 2O98). This structure reveals a central interaction site between the two CT52 elements (Figure [1](#anie202003626-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} b), as well as a coiled‐coil domain near their N‐terminal region.[29](#anie202003626-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} To eliminate hydrophobic interactions induced by these coiled‐coil domains, we removed the twenty N‐terminal amino acids after which 32 C‐terminal residues (CT32) remain (see Supporting Discussion 2.2 in the Supporting Information). It was reasoned that asymmetric assembly can be favored over symmetric assembly by introducing mutations in the central site between the two CT32 constructs (Figure [1](#anie202003626-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} b). An elaborate discussion on the choice of CT32 residues considered for the design of asymmetric complex assembly can be found in the Supporting Information (see Supporting Discussion 2.1). Summarizing, CT32 glutamate 928 and serine 938 were considered as mutation targets based on their central position in the CT32--CT32 interface.

Rosetta Modeling {#anie202003626-sec-0004}
----------------

We used Rosetta modeling to predict mutations at E928 and S938 in CT32 that enhance stability of the asymmetric ternary protein complex over the respective symmetric complex. The mutations are indicated by E928X‐1 and S938X‐1 for one construct and E928X‐2 and S938X‐2 for the other (Figure [2](#anie202003626-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} a). The detailed workflow is indicated in Figure [2](#anie202003626-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} b. Preparation of the initial structure is described in the methods section. To obtain structures for all combinations of E928X‐1, E928X‐2, S938X‐1, and S938X‐2 mutants, two rounds of double mutant‐scanning were performed, mutating E928 and S938 to all possible residues. Proline and cysteine were excluded to prevent disruption of the α‐helices and formation of disulfide bridges, resulting in a total of 52 488 unique models.

![Rosetta modeling. a) Schematic representation of the mutation sites in both CT32 constructs. b) Flowchart showing the Rosetta protocol used to predict orthogonal CT32 pairs. c--e) 2D histograms showing the frequency of combinations of mutations leading to orthogonal CT32 pairs on the c) E928X‐1 and E928X‐2 positions, d) S938X‐1 and S938X‐2 positions, and e) E928X‐2 and S938X‐1 positions. f--h) Visual representation of models from Rosetta with E928E (WT)+S938A and E928A+S938R constructs showing f) CT32‐asymmetric complex, g) CT32‐symmetric complex with both E928E‐1 mutant constructs, and h) CT32‐symmetric complex with both S938R‐2 mutant constructs.](ANIE-59-12113-g002){#anie202003626-fig-0002}

To determine the effect of specific mutations on the preference for asymmetric assembly, a measure that quantifies the interaction between the constructs is required. Rosetta\'s interface analyzer[37](#anie202003626-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} was used to compute the interface energy (Δ*G*) of a 14‐3‐3--CT32 construct complex and every other mutant construct. We quantified the orthogonality of each complex by calculating the difference between the interface energies of the symmetric assembly that shows the strongest binding and the asymmetric assembly, which we term *ω*. The results show an increase in *ω* for models containing opposite charges at the S938 positions, which can be explained by salt bridges favoring the formation of the asymmetric complex, while the identical charges disfavor formation of symmetric complexes (see Supporting Discussion 2.3). Given the large number of models, we examined trends in mutations that occur frequently in pairs of mutant constructs with high *ω* values. To find structures that are both stable and orthogonal, we selected all models with an orthogonality value *ω*\>3 Rosetta Energy Units (R.E.U.), and with an interface energy Δ*G* that is lower than that of the wild type. The frequency of mutations on both E928X positions, both S938 positions, or one E928X and one S938X position, resulting in increased orthogonality, is displayed in 2D histograms (Figures [2](#anie202003626-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} c--e). The results show that in most of these models glutamate or arginine is present in either construct. In particular, the combination with arginine on the E928X position and glutamate on the S938X position, or vice versa, is predicted to form an orthogonal pair. Since E928E‐1, the wild‐type residue at this position, and S938R‐2 mutant pair shows the most promising result, we visually inspected the models of this asymmetric pair where E928X‐2 and S938X‐1 are mutated to alanine (Figure [2](#anie202003626-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} f). We observe a favorable interaction between the positively charged arginine and the negatively charged glutamate caused by the size of the residues and their relative positions in the central region. The respective symmetric complexes (Figures [2](#anie202003626-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} g,h) contain identically charged residues in the central pocket, destabilizing the interaction between the CT32 constructs. Collectively, these results show that using a Rosetta protocol we can make predictions for mutations in CT32 that favor asymmetric over symmetric assembly on a 14‐3‐3 scaffold. Combinations of arginine and glutamate on both the E928 and S938 position seem most promising.

Monomeric Binding of Designed CT32 Constructs {#anie202003626-sec-0005}
---------------------------------------------

To verify the outcome of the Rosetta modeling on the predicted orthogonal asymmetric complex formation, we synthesized CT32 constructs with either an arginine or a glutamate on both the E928 and S938 position. The other E928 or S938 site was mutated to an alanine to analyze the contribution of each residue in isolation. CT32 constructs are indicated by their respective residues at the E928 and S938 positions. In other words, the construct E928R+S938A is abbreviated CT32‐RA. Following the above, four CT32 constructs were synthesized: CT32‐EA, CT32‐AE, CT32‐RA, and CT32‐AR. The affinity of the interaction between a single CT32 construct and the 14‐3‐3 scaffold in the presence of FC is important for determining the thermodynamic parameters of protein assembly on the scaffold. Since two CT32 constructs bind simultaneously to the dimeric 14‐3‐3 scaffold, the experimentally determined binding affinity represents a combined effect of the monomeric binding affinity and a cooperativity parameter.[31](#anie202003626-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} To eliminate this cooperative binding effect, we covalently linked two 14‐3‐3 monomers to form the 14‐3‐3 scaffold through intramolecular dimer formation. This strategy allows specific mutations to be introduced in only one 14‐3‐3 monomer. Two 14‐3‐3 monomers were covalently tethered using a flexible (Gly‐Gly‐Ser)~10~ linker, hereafter named 14‐3‐3_X1_X2, where X1 and X2 each represent a 14‐3‐3 monomer. The crystal structure (PDB 2O98) shows an essential interaction between arginine 136 (R136) in 14‐3‐3 and aspartate 955 of CT32. The introduction of a R136A mutation in one of the two 14‐3‐3 binding pockets disables this binding pocket (see Figure S8).[30](#anie202003626-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} Titration of all designed CT32 constructs with the single inactive site 14‐3‐3 dimer allows determination of the monomeric binding affinity of all constructs to the 14‐3‐3 protein. Fluorescence polarization assays were performed using FITC‐labeled CT32 constructs by titrating the 14‐3‐3_R136A_WT scaffold in the presence of 0, 10, and 100 μ[m]{.smallcaps} FC (see Figures S9 and S11).

To quantify the specific binding affinities of the different CT32 constructs to the 14‐3‐3 scaffold as obtained from the experimental fluorescence polarization assay, we first derived a mass‐balance model describing the concentrations of all species at chemical equilibrium.[21](#anie202003626-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#anie202003626-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} This model describes complexation of the 14‐3‐3_R136A_WT scaffold with FC and the CT32 construct into different molecular complexes with equilibrium reactions as shown in Figure [3](#anie202003626-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} a. We compute the theoretical fluorescence polarization signal from the concentrations of bound and unbound labeled construct as described in SI3.1. In the model we assume that FC is required to bind to the 14‐3‐3 scaffold before CT32 is able to bind (Figure [3](#anie202003626-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} a). This assumption was experimentally verified (see Figures S9 and S10). A complete description of the model, derivation of the mass‐balance equations, and computation of the polarization signal is reported in SI3.2.1. By nonlinear least‐squares optimization of the model to the fluorescence polarization data, we estimated the dissociation constants of CT32 binding to 14‐3‐3_R136A_WT (Figure [3](#anie202003626-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} b).

![Mass‐balance analysis and the resulting fit of the fluorescence polarization data for binding of exemplary CT32 constructs to 14‐3‐3_R136A_WT. a) Schematic representation of the mass‐balance model. In grey is shown the 14‐3‐3 scaffold, red circles represent FC and rectangles C with yellow star represent FITC‐labeled CT32 construct. Red crosses indicate R136A mutation site, green lines indicate parameters estimated by fitting. *K* ~d,FC~ and *K* ~d~ describe dissociation constants of FC binding to 14‐3‐3_R136A_WT and CT32 binding to the 14‐3‐3_R136A_WT--FC complex, respectively. B) Fit of the mass‐balance model (lines) to the fluorescence polarization data (circles) of the 14‐3‐3_R136A_WT scaffold titrated to FC and fluorescently labeled CT32‐AE and CT32‐RA mutant constructs (5 n[m]{.smallcaps} in case of 10 μ[m]{.smallcaps} FC, 15 n[m]{.smallcaps} in case of 100 μ[m]{.smallcaps} FC) as examples (full data see Figure S11+S12 and Table [1](#anie202003626-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}). Error bars represent SD (*n*=3).](ANIE-59-12113-g003){#anie202003626-fig-0003}

Since the dissociation constant of FC has been determined to be in the high‐micromolar range (approximately 300 μ[m]{.smallcaps}),[39](#anie202003626-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} we used this estimated value for *K* ~d,FC~ as a fixed parameter in our analysis. The resulting fits for all assays are shown in Figure S12. The results show that the dissociation constants of CT32 constructs containing arginine (CT32‐RA and CT32‐AR) for 14‐3‐3_R136A_WT are approximately fourfold lower with respect to those containing glutamate (CT32‐EA and CT32‐AE) and the wild‐type CT32 (Table [1](#anie202003626-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"} a).

###### 

Key parameters relevant for formation of the complexes between the 14‐3‐3 scaffold and CT32 constructs, as found by nonlinear least squares optimization. a) Dissociation constants of single CT32 construct binding to 14‐3‐3_WT_R136A. b,c) Cooperativity constants of the symmetric (b) and asymmetric (c) intermolecular CT32--CT32 interactions on the 14‐3‐3_WT_WT scaffold.
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Symmetric and Asymmetric Cooperativity {#anie202003626-sec-0006}
--------------------------------------

To characterize the formation of the ternary protein complex, we determined the binding cooperativity of the assembling CT32 constructs.[21](#anie202003626-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#anie202003626-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} The symmetric assembly of two identical CT32 constructs on the 14‐3‐3 protein scaffold was measured by performing fluorescence polarization assays for all FITC‐labeled constructs by titrating the 14‐3‐3_WT_WT scaffold in the presence of 0, 10, and 100 μ[m]{.smallcaps} FC (see Figures S9 and S13). Similar to our observations on the 14‐3‐3_R136A_WT scaffold, the CT32‐EA and CT32‐AE constructs show overall similar binding affinity to 14‐3‐3_WT_WT with respect to wild‐type CT32, while the CT32‐RA and CT32‐AR constructs show an overall increased binding affinity.

The assembly process of two distinct constructs on a 14‐3‐3_WT_WT scaffold was measured using fluorescence polarization assays in which one of the CT32 constructs was utilized each time as a stabilizer for its designed complementary CT32 construct. By performing assays with fluorescently (FITC‐) labeled CT32 constructs in the presence of increasing concentrations of the unlabeled, acetylated (Ac‐) counterpart CT32, either the stabilizing or destabilizing effect of the unlabeled CT32 construct on the labeled CT32 construct can be observed. This concept is widely applied in the screening for small‐molecule stabilizers of 14‐3‐3 protein--protein interactions.[39](#anie202003626-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} Fluorescence polarization assays were performed for all FITC‐labeled constructs by titrating the 14‐3‐3_WT_WT scaffold in the presence of 10 μ[m]{.smallcaps} FC and increasing concentrations (15, 30, 75, 150, 300 n[m]{.smallcaps}, that is, 1×, 2×, 5×, 10×, 20× molar excess) of unlabeled construct (see Figure S15). Interestingly, all four combinations of FITC‐EA or FITC‐AE together with Ac‐RA or Ac‐AR resulted in increased binding affinity, hence stabilization, of the FITC‐EA or FITC‐AE. The counter combinations of FITC‐RA or FITC‐AR with Ac‐EA or Ac‐AE showed little to no increased 14‐3‐3 binding affinity of the FITC‐RA or FITC‐AR upon addition of the acetylated counterpart.

To obtain quantitative insight into the composition of the scaffold system with two CT32 constructs, we derived a mass‐balance model for the assembly of the CT32 constructs on the bivalent 14‐3‐3_WT_WT scaffold (see SI3.2.3). A schematic representation of the general two‐site binding model that describes formation of both symmetric and asymmetric bivalent CT32 binding is shown in Figure [4](#anie202003626-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} a. To fit the symmetric (σ~CC~ and σ~DD~) and asymmetric (σ~CD~) cooperativity constants, nonlinear least squares optimization was performed, for which the experimentally determined dissociation constants *K* ~d,FC~, *K* ~d,C~, and *K* ~d,D~ (vide infra) were used as fixed parameters.

![Mass‐balance analysis and fit of the fluorescence polarization data for binding of CT32 mutant constructs to 14‐3‐3_WT_WT. a) Schematic representation of the mass‐balance model. In grey is shown the 14‐3‐3 scaffold, red circles represent fusicoccin, and rectangles C and D represent different CT32 construct mutants. Green lines indicate parameters estimated by fitting. *K* ~d,FC~, *K* ~d,C~ and *K* ~d,D~ describe dissociation constants of FC binding to 14‐3‐3_WT_WT and either distinct CT32 construct binding to 14‐3‐3_WT_WT with FC bound, respectively. Cooperativity constants σ~CC~ and σ~DD~ decrease the dissociation constant of the second identical CT32 construct that binds to 14‐3‐3_WT_WT. Cooperativity constant σ~CD~ decreases the dissociation constant of the second non‐identical CT32 construct that binds to 14‐3‐3_WT_WT. b--d) Fit of the mass‐balance model (lines) to the fluorescence polarization data (circles) of the asymmetric complex formation of b) fluorescently labeled CT32‐AE\* (15 n[m]{.smallcaps}) with unlabeled CT32‐EA, CT32‐RA and CT32‐AR constructs (15 n[m]{.smallcaps}), c) unlabeled CT32‐AE (15 n[m]{.smallcaps}) with fluorescently labeled CT32‐EA\*, CT32‐RA\* or CT32‐AR\* constructs (15 n[m]{.smallcaps}), and d) fluorescently labeled CT32‐AE\* (15 n[m]{.smallcaps}) with varying concentrations of unlabeled CT32‐RA (15 n[m]{.smallcaps}, 30 n[m]{.smallcaps}, 75 n[m]{.smallcaps}, 150 n[m]{.smallcaps} and 300 n[m]{.smallcaps}) for varying 14‐3‐3_WT_WT scaffold concentrations. Error bars represent SD (*n*=3). e) Speciation plot of the concentrations of the CT32‐RA symmetric complex (yellow), CT32‐AE symmetric complex (grey) and CT32‐RA---CT32‐AE asymmetric complexes (red) computed using the mass‐balance model as a function of 14‐3‐3_WT_WT scaffold concentration, 15 n[m]{.smallcaps} of each CT32 construct and 10 μ[m]{.smallcaps} FC.](ANIE-59-12113-g004){#anie202003626-fig-0004}

All obtained values of σ~CC~ reveal a decrease in CT32--CT32 cooperativity with respect to the wild‐type ternary complex for most symmetric complexes with mutated 928 and 938 amino‐acid positions, except for the EA construct (Table [1](#anie202003626-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"} b). Most notably, the CT32 constructs with arginine mutations feature the lowest cooperativity for symmetric complex formation, thus contrasting with their higher intrinsic affinity (*K* ~d~) for the 14‐3‐3 platform. Furthermore, S938X mutations have a larger effect on the cooperativity than E928X mutations (Table [1](#anie202003626-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"} b; see Figure S14). The reduced cooperativity constants of symmetric binding of CT32 constructs with arginine or glutamate mutations at the S938X position with respect to the E928X position can be explained by the fact that these mutations are more closely positioned with respect to each other, leading to stronger repulsive charges between the amino‐acid side chains of equal charge.

The asymmetric complexes were similarly analyzed with exemplary titrations and model analysis as shown in Figure [4](#anie202003626-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} b--d and fits to all data from assays with two distinct constructs are reported in Figures S16--S21. The cooperativity constants, σ~CD~, of the asymmetric complexes (Table [1](#anie202003626-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"} c) are between the extremes of the symmetric cooperativity constants σ~CC~. Asymmetric complexes containing a glutamate at the 938 position, that is, pairs of CT32‐AE with either CT32‐AR or CT32‐RA, feature the highest asymmetric σ~CD~ values relative to the respective symmetric σ~CC~ values. These σ~CD~ values are higher than the σ~CC~ values of the corresponding symmetric complexes containing arginine, suggesting preferential formation of asymmetric complexes over the CT32‐AR or CT32‐RA symmetric assemblies. In contrast, the CT32 construct with a glutamic acid at the 928 position (CT32‐EA) preferably forms symmetric assemblies, mainly resulting from its high σ~CC~ value. From the mass‐balance model we computed the speciation plots which provide valuable insight into the composition of the system at equilibrium. In Figure [4](#anie202003626-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} e, the concentrations of the resulting symmetric CT32‐RA and CT32‐AE complexes and the asymmetric CT32‐RA---CT32‐AE complex are shown as a function of the 14‐3‐3_WT_WT scaffold concentration. This speciation plot clearly reveals the preferential formation of the asymmetric assembly with respect to the symmetric assemblies (and the sum of both). If the binding affinities and cooperativity constants would be identical, the total concentration of both symmetric pairs would also be identical to that of the asymmetric pair. In this case, the different binding affinities and non‐identical cooperativity constants result in a shift towards higher concentrations of asymmetric over symmetric protein complex. A brief discussion on the sensitivity of the effect of model parameters on the quality of the fits can be found in SI5.2.

Together, these data show that CT32 binding partners containing arginine have a higher 14‐3‐3 binding affinity. However, the cooperativity that determines the overall ternary complex stability is significantly decreased with respect to the wild‐type CT32 construct, as corroborated by predictions made using Rosetta (see Figure S3). Combinations of constructs with opposite arginine and glutamate, especially those with crosswise E928X and S938X mutations, show an increased cooperativity with respect to symmetric constructs containing arginine. This results in significant orthogonality in ternary protein complex formation.

Enzyme Complementation {#anie202003626-sec-0007}
----------------------

To highlight the potential of the designed asymmetric protein assembly, we show enzyme complementation through luciferase reconstitution (Figure [5](#anie202003626-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} a). The CT32 constructs were fused to the C‐terminus of a large NanoBiT (LgNB‐CT32) and a small NanoBiT (SmNB‐CT32) fragment with low affinity for complementation (*K* ~d,FC~=190 μ[m]{.smallcaps} [36](#anie202003626-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}). CT32‐symmetric and CT32‐asymmetric split‐luciferase components were purified and their complementation on the 14‐3‐3 scaffold analyzed in vitro. Split‐luciferase complementation was carried out at 15 n[m]{.smallcaps} of either split component in the presence of 100 μ[m]{.smallcaps} FC and 100 n[m]{.smallcaps} 14‐3‐3 scaffold, a scaffold concentration optimal for asymmetric complex formation (Figure [4](#anie202003626-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} e). The bioluminescent signal generated by LgNB‐CT32‐EA (Figure [5](#anie202003626-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} b, left/blue) is increased upon asymmetric complexation (+SmNB‐CT32‐AR) compared to symmetric complexation (+SmNB‐CT32‐EA). Omittance of either the SmNB‐CT32 or the 14‐3‐3 scaffold results in background luminescence (\<1000 counts s^−1^), indicating that all protein components are crucial for the functional signaling complex assembly. The results for the LgNB‐CT32‐AR construct (Figure [5](#anie202003626-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} b, right/yellow) show again an increase in bioluminescence for asymmetric over symmetric complexation. This increase is even enlarged compared to LgNB‐CT32‐EA. Taken together, the NanoBiT system shows an approximately twofold higher bioluminescence emission in the case of asymmetric CT32 constructs compared to symmetric CT32 constructs (Figure [5](#anie202003626-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} b).

![Split‐luciferase complementation assay. a) Schematic representation of the NanoLuc reconstitution on the 14‐3‐3 scaffold by fusion of large and small NanoBiT to CT32 constructs. Shown in grey is the 14‐3‐3 scaffold, red circles represent FC, rectangles in blue or yellow indicate CT32 construct glutamate or arginine mutants, respectively. Bioluminescent read‐out at 458 nm for NB‐CT32 fusion constructs designed for b) enzyme regulation or c) enhanced enzyme regulation. LgNB‐CT32‐EA (b, left), LgNB‐CT32‐AR (b, right), LgNB‐CT32‐EE (c, left), or LgNB‐CT32‐RR (c, right) is complemented with or without SmNB‐CT32 (15 n[m]{.smallcaps}) in the presence of FC (100 μ[m]{.smallcaps}) and with or without 14‐3‐3 (100 n[m]{.smallcaps}). The dotted line indicates bioluminescence resulting from 2 n[m]{.smallcaps} complemented luciferase; LgNB‐CT32 (2 n[m]{.smallcaps}) complemented with SmNB~0.7 n[m]{.smallcaps}~ (100 n[m]{.smallcaps}) in the presence of FC (100 μ[m]{.smallcaps}) and 14‐3‐3 (100 n[m]{.smallcaps}). Error bars represent SD (*n*=3). Full spectra can be found in Figure S24.](ANIE-59-12113-g005){#anie202003626-fig-0005}

Enhanced Enzyme Complementation {#anie202003626-sec-0008}
-------------------------------

The split‐luciferase complementation assay was used to analyze whether asymmetric protein complex assembly can be further enhanced. An additional Rosetta analysis of the X‐position of CT32‐EX and CT32‐XR constructs was performed. Of the 40 analyzed CT32‐pairs classified as orthogonal pairs and containing CT32‐EX and CT32‐XR mutations, 29 pairs showed either an aspartate or a glutamate at the X (938) position of the CT32‐EX construct. We therefore hypothesized that the CT32‐EE would result in enhanced asymmetric assembly. The variation in residues found at the 928 position for the complementary CT32‐XR showed no clear enrichment of a specific residue class, although both doubly charged peptides (EE+KR and EE+RR) show a high predicted orthogonality. Asymmetric assembly of LgNB‐CT32‐EE (Figure [5](#anie202003626-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} c, left/blue) in the presence of SmNB‐CT32‐RR shows an approximately 12‐fold higher bioluminescence intensity as compared to symmetric assembly with SmNB‐CT32‐EE. Conversely, asymmetric assembly of LgNB‐CT32‐RR (Figure [5](#anie202003626-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} c, right/yellow) in the presence of SmNB‐CT32‐EE shows an approximately twofold higher bioluminescence as compared to symmetric assembly with SmNB‐CT32‐RR, indicating a slight reduction of orthogonality compared to the twofold increase observed for the CT32‐AR split NanoLuc system (Figure [5](#anie202003626-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} b, right/yellow). The bioluminescence intensity for LgNB‐CT32‐RR complemented with SmNB‐CT32‐EE is lower than the bioluminescence generated by the reference (2 n[m]{.smallcaps} complexed LgNB), implying a reduction in asymmetric complex formation. Mutation of charged residues in the CT32 construct affects the isoelectric point of this part of the protein, which might result in different interactions within the protein itself or with partner proteins, thereby influencing the bioluminescence. The enhanced enzyme regulation for LgNB‐CT32‐EE (ca. 12‐fold, Figure [5](#anie202003626-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} c, left) over LgNB‐CT32‐EA (ca. 2‐fold, Figure [5](#anie202003626-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} b, left) can mainly be attributed to a decrease in symmetric complex formation, as the relative bioluminescence of LgNB‐CT32‐EE in the presence of SmNB‐CT32‐EE is much lower compared to other symmetric complexes. The introduction of a second mutation in the CT32--CT32 interface thus leads to increased orthogonality, illustrating how cooperativity between interacting species can be modulated.

Conclusion {#anie202003626-sec-0009}
==========

Signaling pathways within the complex and crowded environment of the cell are facilitated by orthogonal self‐assembly of proteins into functional complexes, thereby generating specificity and selectivity. Bottom‐up design of such assemblies remains challenging. Here we show how scaffolds can be used to elucidate key parameters of asymmetric ternary protein complexation. Starting from the natural symmetric 14‐3‐3--CT32 ternary protein complex, we rationally modulated the interface between the two CT32 constructs on this scaffold, which favored formation of an asymmetric ternary complex. Mass‐balance models gave insight into scaffold binding and heteropartner interactions driving asymmetric complex formation. By addressing the interface between identical peptides within a symmetric ternary complex, asymmetric complexes with new functions can be engineered, as shown in context of in vitro enzyme complementation. The designed asymmetric pairs showed more efficient complex formation on the 14‐3‐3 scaffold with concomitant superior enzymatic activity. The introduction of a second interface mutation in the CT32 pairs favored the asymmetric assembly even further, with improved enzyme reconstitution. The results highlight that both the binding affinities of individual interactions and the cooperativity between assembling components are crucial parameters for designing higher‐order protein complexes.

Advances in the structural elucidation of higher‐order protein structures[8](#anie202003626-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#anie202003626-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#anie202003626-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} provide mechanistic insight into the regulatory role of scaffold proteins in cellular signaling pathways. The design of synthetic equivalents of these higher‐order protein complexes, analogous to those developed by us, can aid fundamental analysis of underlying thermodynamics of the assembling components. Additionally, in vivo introduction of synthetic higher‐order protein complexes as modular synthetic elements can diversify existing pathways and introduce new functionalities, thereby greatly broadening the scope of bottom‐up synthetic biology of signaling complexes and beyond.
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